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In a world where improving data sharing is continuing to be 

prioritized across government, security of that data is imperative. 

 Current strategies on zero trust require strong solutions in 

identity management to ensure people accessing that data are 

who they say they are. 

And then there are threats like ransomware. Ransomware 

incidents are said to be inevitable — they are proliferating in 

number and are becoming evermore sophisticated. Another 

consideration for zero trust is how these strategies are going to 

ensure protection of and access to existing data, and also to help 

recover from an attack. 

Zero trust is not a silver bullet, but if done well can have 

promising advantages against tomorrow’s threats today. 

Zero Trust for Cyber Resiliency

From the editor’s desk

Amy Kluber, Editor-in-Chief
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The federal government is 

making concrete steps to 

implement zero trust following 

last year’s cybersecurity executive order. 

Speaking at the GovCIO Media & 

Research Cyberscape: ID forum, Office 

of Management and Budget (OMB) 

Senior Advisor on Technology and 

Cybersecurity to the Federal CIO Eric 

Mill outlined the steps agencies have 

taken to protect against an evolving 

threat environment. 

At its core, zero trust involves 

moving beyond a network perimeter-based approach to data protection and 

implementing a greater focus on user credentialism and authentication to 

either stop or diminish the reach severity of unwanted access. 

Mill noted this requires anticipating that some form of network breach is 

potentially inevitable, and designing your approach to security around 

staunching the harm from malicious actors. 

“What we lay out in the strategy is taking seriously this concept of least 

privilege, of untrusted networks, and of just fundamentally assuming 

compromise at some level. Assuming 

that pieces of your organization, your 

network, your devices, your applications, 

any piece of them could be 

compromised and designing your 

enterprise architecture to expect that,” 

Mill said. 

While the executive order 

emphasizes these kind of baseline 

standards, it has also left considerable 

room for agencies to build their own 

cybersecurity strategy that reflects their 

own IT systems and access concerns. 

“We do have a number of mandatory requirements in this ... but it leaves a 

lot of flexibility within that as agencies undergo enterprise architecture reform 

to decide how they’re going to meet some of those things, and ultimately how 

they’re going to structure their enterprise,” Mill said. 

Mill outlined that the executive order, and the federal government’s 

subsequent move towards embracing zero trust, was based on a response to 

recent large-scale network breaches that revealed the flaws of America’s public 

sector cybersecurity.          (ctd.)

Government Moves to Implement Comprehensive Zero Trust Security 
The recent executive order has given shape to a broader move across federal agencies away  

from a reliance on perimeter security.

B Y  A D A M  P A T T E R S O N
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“A number of the things that led to this were in the news pretty widely. The 

cybersecurity executive order followed in short order from the Colonial Pipeline 

attack, and before that, the SolarWinds attack,” Mill said. 

The core lesson of these attacks for policymakers and agency technologists 

is that not all breaches can be predicted or fully stopped, and that instating 

forms of security beyond the network periphery will block malicious actors 

from using this unwanted access to push into adjacent networks as occurred 

during the Solar Winds incident. 

“We won’t predict all of these attacks in advance. What it means to protect 

from an advanced supply chain attack as we saw with SolarWinds involves 

protecting one of your network boxes from being popped and then using that 

to rummage around other things that are inside your organization.” Mill said. 

Agencies have instead moved toward an identity-based approach to 

cybersecurity, particularly as a means of limiting the harm of network breach. 

“The identity pillar is the first pillar in our strategy. It’s sort of the first 

among equals because it is the foundation of much of what you can do. Some 

people describe zero trust as moving your new boundary to identity instead of 

your network router or your perimeter,” Mill said. 

Going forward, Mill recommended federal agencies examine other 

potential vulnerabilities – including noting the potential access points in 

applications that are used across disparate organizations. 

“Analyzing application vulnerabilities is going to be very critical for 

authentication systems, and I think is probably one of the places where folks 

are going to focus the most effort,” Mill said. 

Eric Mill
Senior Advisor, Office of 
Management and Budget



“Some people describe zero 
trust as moving your new 

boundary to identity instead 
of your network router or 

your perimeter.”
Eric Mill, Senior Advisor, 

Office of Management and Budget
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CISA’s Zero Trust Maturity Model Pillars*

Identity:  
integrate on-premises 
identities with those in 

the cloud

Device:  
ensure the integrity  

of devices

Application 
Workload:  

integrate protections 
with application 

workflows

Network/
Environment:  

align network 
segmentation and 

protections according 
to application 

workflows

Data:  
identify, categorize 
and inventory data 

assets

*Draft model as of June 2021
Source: Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 

Security Agency (CISA)
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Zero Trust’s Role in NextGen Data Management
Evolving security threats require new approaches to data backups.

P A R T N E R  I N T E R V I E W

Zero trust isn’t a product, but an attitude toward cybersecurity. Some technologies, such as 

automation and Identity, credential and access management (ICAM) solutions, are more 

aligned with a zero trust philosophy than others. 

 Zero trust also assumes you will be hacked at some point, which means organizations need 

proven response strategies to restore operations as quickly as possible. Ransomware, in particular,  

is a significant cyber threat facing federal organizations. 

 Rubrik Global Field Chief Technology Officer David Siles provides a rundown of how to recover 

from cyber incidents, including ransomware attacks, and work toward implementing zero trust in 

accordance with the White House Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity. 

What is the importance of data backups as ransomware attacks escalate, 
and how can a zero trust strategy protect data backups from malicious 
encryption and deletion?
 If an organization wants to avoid a ransom at all costs, the only truly proven way to recover 

is a validated, secured, offline backup. As the last line of defense for many companies and agencies, 

securing the data backups becomes paramount. The proven framework of proper implementation 

of a zero trust approach to security elevates any agency to a security posture that is disadvantageous 

to an adversary or insider threat.

 Next-generation secure data management platforms consider zero trust security  

table stakes and enforce core concepts such a least privileged access, step-up  

authentication, and two-person integrity on critical controls to help ensure  

Siles

(ctd.)

Rubrik Global Field Chief Technology Officer David Siles
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data integrity and security remain in force at all times. Coupled with value-

added intelligence in the form of machine-learning-powered anomaly 

detection and data content awareness, agencies have active intelligence to 

proactively secure their data and missions from threats of all kinds.

 

 What role do ICAM solutions and the concept of “least 
privilege” access play in protecting data backups from 
ransomware? How should federal agencies incorporate  
them into zero trust strategies? 
 ICAM is a core component in any security framework and is 

paramount in ensuring access to data backups are secured properly to defend 

against insider and outside attacks. When looking at it with the lens of a 

ransomware event, the threat actor is going to be looking for the fast path to 

access. Using proper controls on identifying and auditing access to such critical 

systems is absolutely required and provides an early signal to attacks. All access 

accounts, whether end user or administrative, need to leverage some form of 

multi-factor authentication at a bare minimum. Coupled with the proper use 

of role-based access control (RBAC) to enforce least privilege access of 

permissions required for the functional role, agencies can reduce the impact of 

compromised account takeover. As agencies continue to embrace zero trust 

and implement the framework, ICAM must be a core building block.

 How can artificial intelligence and automation 
supplement a zero trust strategy? 
 In today’s security landscape, being able to identify, trigger and 

respond timely to security events is key. The amount of log data that is 

generated in today’s modern data center and operational environments are 

“In today’s 
securıty 

landscape, 
being able to 

identify, 
trigger and 

respond timely 
to security 

events is 
key.”

—David Siles, 
Global Field Chief 

Technology Officer, 
Rubrik
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 In the event of a ransomware or security incident breach, having this level 

of intelligence and coordinate response platform allows for faster identification 

of patient zero, the scope of the impact and the data forensics in a timely 

fashion on what needs to be recovered

 How can zero trust help federal agencies recover data 
from a ransomware incident without paying a ransom? 
 We all know that the FBI does not support paying a ransom in 

response to a ransomware attack. That said, the threats that come from these 

attacks in the form of data exfiltration, down time, and public awareness and  

            (ctd.)  

too great for any person to realistically process manually. The best way to 

ensure time to answer and enable active response is to leverage next-

generation Security Event Information Management (SEIM) and Security 

Orchestration and Automation Response (SOAR) platforms that are 

augmented with powerful AI and ML-powered intelligence to find the fastest 

path to correlated events and anomalies. A human analyst should still be 

involved to verify, train and supervise, but being able to act and respond is key. 

Leveraging these types of solutions in combination with a zero trust 

implementation that is logging all access requests and operations taken will 

greatly increase the security posture of an agency and make it that much more 

difficult on the adversary. 

Siles
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perception of the agency are very real. Implementing a zero trust approach is 

the current best way we know to limit the scope and increase the defense 

against internal and external threats today. We see that the cyber risk 

insurance industry is strengthening the requirements that allow organizations 

to qualify for cybersecurity insurance. We see that the cyber risk insurance  

industry is strengthening the requirements that allow organizations to qualify 

for cybersecurity insurance. That said, agencies and organizations who 

embrace zero trust holistically across their organization are well suited to meet 

the ever-changing security needs of workflows, applications, users and devices 

in both the public and private sectors.

 How can Rubrik help federal agencies implement a zero 
trust architecture in accordance with the White House 
Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity?
 At Rubrik, we have since day one built our market-leading secure data 

management platform and products around NIST’s zero trust framework. As 

agencies are now tasked with ensuring they are embracing and deploying 

technologies, solutions and enforcing best practices with zero trust 

architectures as directed by the executive order, Rubrik becomes a natural fit. 

Coupled with our mission to secure, to defend and to be the guaranteed copy 

of last resort, we have a proven track record of keeping our customers secure 

and operational in events of a natural, accidental or cyber-related event. We 

welcome all to reach out and allow us to show you how our solutions can help 

secure your mission, agency and data from today’s threats and tomorrow’s 

unknown. 

Siles
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The Defense Department’s Joint All-Domain Command and Control 

(JADC2) concept aims to connect sensor data from all military 

services, but until recently it has only been in the experimental 

phases since late 2019.

Now armed with a newly released strategy March 17, defense leaders are 

opening up about how tech frameworks like DevSecOps, identity solutions and 

zero trust are going to play out into JADC2’s next steps.

The March 17 strategy highlights common data standards as an imperative 

for JADC2 implementation to allow the warfighter to “sense, make sense, and 

act at all levels and phases of war, across all domains, and with partners, to 

deliver information advantage at the speed of relevance.”

Air Force Brig. Gen. Steven Gorski, director of intelligence at Air Combat 

Command, said DOD has “shown some progress” in this area through 

experimentation.

“When you look at JADC2, this is not something we’re just going to go buy, 

it’s a strategy,” he said at the Satellite 2022 conference in Washington, D.C. 

“That takes the technology, it takes people. Having the same data…is incredibly 

important to get right.”

Mike Dean, DOD’s SATCOM chief, said cloud-based technologies and 

processes, such DevSecOps, data digitization and data virtualization, will be key.

“I would argue the most important for JADC2 is cloud-based DevSecOps,” 

he said at Satellite 2022.

JADC2 requires a “huge commercial transport layer” on communication 

networks, he added, so strengthening DOD’s network transport layer is a top 

priority.

Satellite communication will be a linchpin of JADC2 success. Satellites can 

5G and Zero Trust Will Play Key Roles in JADC2 Success  
Defense officials described how zero trust, ICAM solutions, DevSecOps and common data standards  

will optimize JADC2 implementation.

B Y  K A T E  M A C R I

Photo Credit: Lisa Ferdinando, Office of the Secretary of Defense Public Affairs/DVIDS

Master Sgt. Michael A. Moore, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing G-6, technical control engineer, explains 
plans for the Hatch Mounted SATCOM Antenna System to Commanding General of 3rd MAW, Maj. 
Gen. Mark Wise. 
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extend 5G networks across air and sea, as well as to more remote areas 

inaccessible by cell tower. Satellites will be the “backbone” of JADC2, according 

to a Mitchell Institute for Aerospace Studies December 2021 paper.

Dean said DOD is finishing a two-year study on how to improve SATCOM’s 

ground terminal system’s interoperability, compatibility, and security and 

prepare for 5G and JADC2.

He referenced the $7 million Thunderdome zero trust prototype DOD 

awarded to Booz Allen Hamilton and how DOD is waiting to see what data-

sharing and exchange across satellite networks and 5G will look like via a zero 

trust architecture.

“The JADC2 data fabric has to have a zero trust environment,” he said.

Dan Massey, DOD’s 5G program lead, said spectrum agility and 

cybersecurity are the two biggest challenges facing DOD’s move to 5G.

“One of the objectives here is, we’d like to see communication happen 

automatically,” Massey said at Satellite 2022.

Seamless, secure, automatic communication is a must for JADC2. If DOD 

can’t operate securely across spectrum bands and 5G networks shared with 

adversaries, then JADC2 is unattainable.

“We need to be able to seamlessly roam. I should be able to send a 

message, [and] it gets over there,” Massey said. “I don’t care about the transport 

layer, I want the message to get there. I don’t want to adapt by saying, ‘I sent 

the message and it didn’t get through.’ The more [data] standardization we 

have, the more we can pivot quickly and adapt.”

Impeccable cyber hygiene, zero trust, and also identity, credential, and 

access management (ICAM) solutions will help DOD secure communications 

across 5G networks via satellite.

Army Maj. Gen. Robert Collins, who leads the service’s Program Executive 

Office for Command Control Communications-Tactical (C3T), said the Army is 

“laser-focused” on three things: data aspects, transport agnostics and zero trust.

Brig. Gen. 
Steven Gorski
Director of Intelligence,  
Air Force Combat 
Command



“In the future, every capability on the battlespace becomes a sensor, 

whether it’s a SATCOM sensor and can report activity on the spectrum and 

report that back,” he said at Satellite 2022. “We continuously underscore cyber 

hygiene. Directionality, spreading the spectrum … we’re taking a look at, how 

do we obscure spectrum? As you look at 5G, how do you blend in with other 5G 

users and hide within the spectrum?”

As DOD continues to layer capabilities in open systems cloud architectures, 

ICAM and zero trust become vital strategies for ensuring data security.

“On the security piece in particular, we are really trying to go from a 

perimeter-based security design to embracing a zero trust type of 

environment,” Collins said. “That starts with encapsulating our data, the ability 

to tag itself with security aspects, then have some kind of identity and 

credentialing system so it can correlate itself with that data and only render 

the data it needs, and endpoint security is part of that formula.”

Brig. Gen. Jeth Rey, director of the Army Futures Command’s Cross-

Functional Team, said spectrum is the biggest challenge right now and that 

industry can help DOD improve bandwidth virtualization and make satellite 

communications more efficient and effective.

Rey compared the issue of spectrum efficiency and bandwidth 

virtualization to electronic toll collection systems like E-ZPass, versus traditional 

toll stops. Just as E-ZPass allows traffic to move seamlessly, DOD needs to find 

a way to optimize bandwidth to allow data traffic to move seamlessly and 

securely without hiccups, he said.

ICAM solutions can help by quickly verifying users and endpoints to allow a 

continuous flow of data.

“Identity management has to play in … or we’re not going to achieve the goal,” 

Rey said at Satellite 2022. “We have to reduce complexity at the transport layer.”

JADC2 will be an “enabler on the battlefield” if DOD can get satellite 

communication and security right, Collins added.

“[We’re] trying to get to an accelerated decision dominance,” he said. 

“When you look at JADC2, this is 
not something we’re just going to 

go buy, it’s a strategy.”
Brig. Gen. Steven Gorski, Director of Intelligence, 

Air Force Combat Command
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The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) believes 

having a solid zero trust strategy will make it harder for bad actors to 

penetrate cloud environments and infiltrate the software supply chain. 

To help better prepare for cyberattacks, CISA is revamping the Continuous 

Diagnostics and Mitigation program (CDM) to incorporate zero trust principles.

According to CISA leaders, most breaches happen due to inadequate 

identity management. 

When zero trust is implemented correctly, federal agencies can contain the 

impact of one compromised user and prevent hackers from moving laterally 

within the network. 

“There is a lot of misinformation about zero trust,” CISA’s Cyber Defense 

Specialist Daniel Bardenstein said at ATARC’s Disrupting Cyberattacks with Zero 

Trust event. “It won’t make all the vulnerabilities go away, it’s not going to stop 

all of the malicious hackers at the door but it makes it a lot safer if something 

happened in the first place, very much limiting the scope of the potential 

damage.”  

Applying zero trust principles also helps agencies get a better handle on 

network visibility, said CISA TIC Senior Technical Advisor John Simms. 

During the ATARC event, Simms discussed the importance of the 

relationship between zero trust and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). 

“Looking at how you can apply practical zero-trust principles to API 

connections through firewalls and gateways but also authentication is going to 

play a very pivotal role of reducing the footprint of that being a favorable attack 

surface,” Simms said. 

Bardenstein also discussed the role zero trust is playing in the CDM 

program, a system originally developed by the Department of Homeland 

Security that helps government agencies monitor their networks for malicious 

or suspicious activity. 

CISA Revising the DHS CDM Program to Incorporate Zero Trust Principles
CISA encourages federal agencies to adopt a zero trust approach to cybersecurity to prevent cyberattacks.

B Y  N I K K I  H E N D E R S O N

Photo Credit: Chainarong Prasertthai / iStock
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“CISA is working to revamp the CDM program and evolving it but [we’re] 

also looking at deploying zero trust capabilities and enriching CISA’s ability to 

get good visibility to support protecting departments and agencies in such a 

way that also supports the maturity and implementation of zero trust within 

the departments and agencies,” Bardenstein said.  

Simms, one of the CDM program’s original programmers, said when CDM 

originally launched it was about ongoing authorization and continuous 

monitoring.   

“As the program evolved and as we started looking at cloud and zero trust 

there has been a recognition that we have to look at how CDM capabilities can 

support federal zero trust strategy and the applications of zero trust within the 

federal environments,” Simms said.  “We released the zero trust maturity model 

not as a deliverable for the executive order but rather to shape what we could 

convey to agencies in terms of how CDM can support asset management and 

other areas within the zero trust pillars.” 

Bardenstein and Simms have several recommendations for improving 

federal agencies’ overall cyber hygiene. They said asset and vulnerability 

management are key components.  

“If there is a new exchange vulnerability, how quickly can your organization 

answer the question, where are all of our exchange servers and which ones are 

vulnerable to this particular vulnerability? The speed at which you can answer 

those questions isincredibly important,” Bardenstein said. 

According to Simms, agencies have to look at how prioritization plays a 

role in how they apply cybersecurity practices in order to maintain proper 

cyber hygiene.   

“If we take it a step further and look at the prospect of what mature zero 

trust implementations look like I think resiliency has to play a significant role in 

that so that it’s not necessarily one size fits all but what we can properly secure 

the systems and data that really matter,” Simms said. 

Daniel 
Bardenstein
Cyber Defense 
Specialist, CISA



“There is a lot of misinformation 
about zero trust. It won’t make all 

the vulnerabilities go away, it’s 
not going to stop all of the 

malicious hackers at the door, but 
it makes it a lot safer if something 

happened in the first place, very 
much limiting the scope of  

the potential damage.”
Daniel Bardenstein,  

Cyber Defense Specialist, CISA
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